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+ Disparate student data sources  

across many marketing channels

+ Limited visibility into student  

data from prospect to enrollment 

+ Understanding of channel 

performance, but limited 

knowledge on overall marketing 

effectiveness

SITUATION

ABOUT ASHWORTH
Ashworth is a nationally accredited online 

educational institution with more than 125 self-

paced programs of study. It has helped tens of 

thousands of students earn online college degrees, 

career diplomas and career certificates.

As growth of the business increased, Ashworth 

realized it struggled with  an understanding of 

the students’ journey from prospect to student. 

Ashworth prospects progressed into students 

at a healthy rate, however, it wanted to usher in 

prospects through the student enrollment process 

with higher confidence  and ease by understanding 

where to increase spend in the student lifecycle. 

What is the typical path to enrollment?

How effective are our communications  
across channels?

What are the patterns that indicate 
potential opportunity to drive conversion?

Where can we apply improvements  given 
existing constraints?

+ Deliver quantitative funnel analysis for 

marketing intelligence from prospect 

to student across marketing channels

+ Improve marketing effectiveness and 

spend by understanding where to 

target prospects in the process

+ Increase enrollment rates cost 

effectively over a 12-month period

SOLUTION

Marketing Effectiveness Increased Through 
Greater Understanding of Enrollment Process

Ashworth Wanted To Uncover The Answers To  
The Following Marketing  Questions:



DIGITAL ANALYTICS 
CONFIGURATION 

Are the website analytics 
accurately portraying what 

is happening?  Are they 
measuring meaningful 
business indicators?

DATA 
PORTRAIT 

DISCOVERY
Who is the typical 
student and what 
marketing inputs 
are important to 
define program 
effectiveness?

LEAD SCORE 
MODELING

Is the current lead 
score effective? 

Are we marketing 
to the most likely 

potential students?

CUSTOMER 
LIFECYCLE 
MAPPING

What is the prospect 
to enrollment journey? 
Where are prospects 
failing to continue? 

Where do the biggest 
opportunities lie? 

MULTICHANNEL 
ATTRIBUTION 

MODEL
How does each channel 
impact enrollment and in 

unison what is 
the effect?
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Zeta’s analysis required individual identification and response tracking in web, email, call and direct mail channels. 

Over 214,000 prospects with over 32 MM response records were analyzed by Zeta to recommend the best 12 - 

month marketing plan and analytics construct. Zeta PRO’s process included the following elements for Ashworth:

PLANNING SESSION  
& ANALYSIS

A strategy meeting with 

business leads to set program 

direction, uncover key drivers 

and unique details of the 

business as well as align teams 

and senior leadership  

to program goals.

Zeta’s Proprietary Customer Centric Process, 
Zeta Pro, Examined Each Phase To Enrollment. 

Deep Data Analysis Examines Over 32 Million Records  
To Build Effective Enrollment Strategy

OPERATIONAL  
FEASIBILITY PLAN

Clear key performance indicators  

were jointly identified. Each  

program recommendation 

worked within an economically 

viable cost per enrollment. 

RECOMMENDED  
PRIORITIZED SOLUTIONS

This rigorous analysis phase  

included a close partnership  

between Zeta and Ashworth,  

where Zeta’s program:

+  Defined the student 

+  Created a path to understand  

their enrollment process

+  Clarified each channel’s 

contribution to enrollment using   

a Multi-channel attribution model



Call center, 
the greatest 
contributing 
channel to 

enrollment, had a 
large number of 

calls unanswered 
due to the hours 

of operation.
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Map call center 
hours to call 
volumes and  
consider SMS 

to message 
unanswered 

inbound calls. 

Define key 
performance 
indicators in 

one way across 
platforms and 
integrate data 
collection into 
one marketing 

database.

Establish a 
universal ID in web 
analytics to track 
return prospects  

to confirm 
marketing  

impact.

By integrating 
the reporting and 
data collection, 
a more accurate 

picture would 
indicate where 

marketing 
effort should be 

increased.

 Reporting related 
to the customer 

journey and 
channel impact 

did not provide a 
clear mapping to 
key performance 

indicators. 

A lack of 
personalized 

messaging in both 
web and email 

was driving down 
performance.

Use data on 
a prospect in 

addition to their 
responses in 

multiple channels 
to define the 

most appropriate 
channel and 

message.

Email had
 limited 

reach due to 
unnecessarily 

strict 
suppression 

rules.

Ensure all 
prospects 

receive email 
responses and 
utilize Zeta to 

improved inbox 
monitoring.
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Understanding Prospect “Journey” Makes 
Recommended Solutions Possible

Optimizing Call Center Productivity + Deep Analysis of 
Email Response Activity = Increased Enrollment Numbers

38% of calls 
were not 
answered with 
8% due to 
off hours and 
75% due to 
0 talk time. 10%

Increasing their 
hours could add

new
enrolls

CALL CENTER EVALUATION

Using response 

activity, Ashworth 

learned that email 

openers were 65% 

more likely to enroll. 90%

Lifting email suppressions 
could drive enrollment thru

increased 
volume

EMAIL RESPONSE ACTIVITY

See how Zeta CRM helps today’s marketers achieve their most critical goals.  
Call 781-863-8117 to learn more, or visit us at zetaglobal.com. 
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